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Hello.
This Zine was produced on the occupied, ancestral and unceded
territories of the of the xwmǝƟkwǝýǝm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh
(Squamish), Səl̓ílwətaɁɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.
We recognize that there will be no true justice in this colonial
experiment called Vancouver until there is sovereignty, autonomy,
justice, and restitution for the indigenous peoples of Canada.
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• DIY mask template

Black Lives Matter
The Vancouver Dyke March stands in solidarity with the Black
Lives Matter movement and the many grassroots anti-racist
organizations responding to police brutality towards Black people
across North America, including Canada. Systemic racism is
pervasive and continues to suppress Black Indigenous People of
Color (BIPOC) across all communities, including our LGBTQIA2S+
communities. Black lives matter and Black Trans lives matter.

Peaceful Protest:
The Emancipation Day March will take place on August 1, 2020
at The Olympic Cauldron at 12pm organized by Black Vancouver
(www.blackvancouver.com) in collaboration with AHFOMAD
Festival (www.festivalafrica.org). August 1 is Emancipation Day,
a date commemorating the passing of the Slavery Abolition Act
in 1833. To mark this moment of history (present and past), and
to continue the fight against racism, police brutality, and systemic
injustice that still disproportionately targets Black people, there will
be a peaceful protest. The event hopes to celebrate Black culture
as well as petitioning for change in Vancouver. Organizers ask that
people wear dark, non-branded clothing, and wear masks, gloves,
and practice social distancing while at the event.
*Note: This event is not organized or associated directly with the
Vancouver Dyke March and Festival. Protests pose increased
health risks during pandemics. Everyone should use their own
best judgement when determining how to resist systemic racism
and injustice.
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Well, this is a bit awkward...
If this were a normal year, we’d
be gathering on August 1st to
march down the Drive, and
setting up to enjoy the festival in
Grandview (Dyke Chilling) Park.
Even under normal circumstances, (physical) queer spaces are
dwindling, here and abroad. We
see our mission of taking and
holding space for our communities as increasingly essential.
This year, however, that work
is uniquely difficult, because to
keep each other and our communities safe, we must remain apart.
Social
media
and
other
telepresence technologies have
been a boon in 2020, as many
of us have withdrawn indoors
to stop the spread of COVID-19.

In the past decade, social
media has allowed more queer
folks than ever before to
communicate and meet. All that
being said, we must be careful
to never fully give control of our
community spaces to massive
corporations
like
Facebook.
We must always work hard to
maintain the old ways, and keep
the grassroots traditions alive.
We hope you will see this ZINE
as a gift, from us to you, and a
reminder that queer resilience
and resourcefulness has a
long legacy, and is something
that exists within each of us.
-The Vancouver Dyke March &
Festival Board

Yuka
Clarissa
(editing )
Dani
El

Ivy
(art)

Danniele
(layout )
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“Dyke March”
Summer Playlist

Hey, don’t celebrate in isolation! We can still listen to
great, queer music together...

Pick a nice spot outdoors. Remember to stay 2m away
from folks who aren’t in your “bubble.” Don’t forget to
bring a speaker, blanket, snacks, and drinks.
If you want, you can load up this curated playlist on
Spotify, organized by our lovely board members:

https://tinyurl.com/yaqem9fx
Nice! You have now created your very own Dyke Chilling
Park experience. Enjoy.

Image attribution:
freepik.com
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VDM’s Guide
to Scissoring
(Your T-Shirt)
Written by:
Ivy
We all know how to wear a shirt.
They’re comfy, versatile, and
affordable. But sometimes we
need to take the familiar and give
it a makeover. Our clothes should
be able to grow and change
alongside us, and we can make
that change with our own hands.
Whether your biceps are hungry
for the sun, you need a crop top
for tonight’s party, or you just
want to weird-up your wardrobe—
we’re here for you. This guide will
help find the joy in your clothing,
and turn a T-shirt into a ME-shirt!
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1: GET TO KNOW YOUR SHIRT
We could just start cutting
into our clothes & seeing what
happens, but we’re here to take
our clothes to the next level.
Taking our time and doing a bit of
research will help us get in touch
with what we’re really looking for
and find out how to get there.
Go ahead and pull out your shirt
on and take a look with it in the
mirror (or a selfie).
Think about what you want
to change about it—is it time
to go shorter, or do you want
some dangly fringe? How much
are you cutting? How do you
want to feel walking around
wearing this transformed piece?
Listen to your intuition & trust
how your feelings develop.

2: LEARN TO WORK YOUR SHIRT
Let’s look to the internet! Search
up all the different ways the
look you’re going for can be
done, and don’t be afraid to
do some digging. There are
hundreds of ways to remix your
shirt, and not all of them are
going to be the right fit for you.
We like the Youtube channel
‘BlueprintDIY’, and recommend
checking out her video ‘5 New
T-shirt Upcycles: How To Cut
for the Impatient Beginner’

STEP 4: TOUCH UP YOUR SHIRT
You thought we were finished
after making a few cuts? Well, we
could be, but consider this: The
holes you cut have a life of their
own, and will expand or wear
down when they’re stretched or
put through the wash. You can
embrace the entropy, or you
can pull out some hemming to
keep your lines crisp. How you
choose to finish your shirt is just
as important as the overall look.
STEP 5: SHOW OFF YOUR SHIRT
Finally, the moment we’ve all
been waiting for! It’s time to
don your work and take some
selfies. Don’t be afraid to go back
and make some edits. Great job!

STEP 3: SCISSOR YOUR SHIRT
Let’s get sharp! This part is pretty
straightforward. Cut alongside
any lines you might have drawn,
or just wherever feels right. Take
your time, and pay attention
to how your cuts interact with
the structure of your shirt.

Photo attribution:
https://upcycleclothingdesigner.com/
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Kitchen Garden:
Starting from Scrap
Photo attribution:
Aimee Wimbush-Bourque
simplebites.net

Written by:
Dani
It is important in these troubling
times to allow ourselves to have
and enjoy hobbies that spark
joy! Gardening is an activity that
calms my anxiety and helps me
feel really grounded. These tips
are easy and accessible ways
to get started, for those who do
not have much space, don’t have
access to an outdoor area, or
those who have limited light. Take
it from someone who lives in a
small one-bedroom apartment: a
vegetable garden can be grown
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in a window just by using kitchen
scraps! You just need some
containers (like cups or jars),
water, food scraps, and patience!
Photo attribution:
The Green Chef Blog

Photo attribution:
dontwastethecrumbs.com

Green Onion:
1. Cut the ends off the bulb, leave
the roots attached
2. Stand the bottom with the
root-end down in a container
3. Add water into the container,
only enough to cover the roots.
4. Put in a windowsill or near a
light source and wait!
Celery and Lettuce:
1. Cut the bottom off (as above)
2. Fill a container with a small
amount of water, making sure the
bottom is sitting in but not fully
submerged in water.
3. Put in a windowsill or near a
lightsource and wait!
Carrot Tops and Turnip Greens:
While you can’t re-grow a carrot
or turnip using this method,
you can use the top of the veg
(that was probably going to be
composted anyways) to grow
herbs! Carrot tops produce a herb
that tastes similar to parsley and
is great in many types of dishes.
Turnip greens are great to use in
salads and have a similar taste to
arugula.

1. Cut the top of the carrot/
turnip off and place into a shallow
container
3. Fill the container with a small
amount of water. You will want to
use less than you’ve used for the
previous tips; lots of water on the
top of the veg where the herb will
grow could cause rot.
4. Put in a windowsill or near a
light source and wait!
Sweet Potatoes:
Before you compost those sweet
potatoes in your cupboard that
sprouted eyes, let me introduce
you to the sweet potato vine!
While growing potatoes in small
spaces isn’t always feasible, they
can become lovely houseplants
and get beautiful purple flowers in
the summer.
Just put the potato into a container
with a bit of water. Leave it in a
well-lit area and wait!

Photo attribution:
arnoldzwicky.org
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CATA
Coalition Against
Trans Antagonism
Written by:
Yuka
This year we want to feature our
allies at Coalition Against Trans
Antagonism (CATA) for their
important work in our community.
CATA is a group comprised of
trans women, trans femmes,
nonbinary people, and cisgender
women, whose core organizing
team members consist of Black,
Indigenous, people of colour, and
white individuals who are trans
women, trans nonbinary, and trans
femmes with sex work and prison
experiences. Their mission is to
identify and challenge oppressive
ideologies and practices within
(but not limited to) governmental
bodies, non-profits, academia,
community organizations, unions,
and individuals, to confront,
reduce, and eliminate the harms
experienced by trans and trans
sex worker communities.
CATA provides a voice and
awareness for individuals whose
intersection of identities further
marginalizes
them
within
our
LGBTQIAS+
community.
CATA works to create a world
where there is safety, support,
acceptance, dignity, autonomy
and self-determination for trans
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people; as well as those directly
affected by transmisogyny and
sex worker antagonism (including
but not limited to trans women
and non-binary transfeminine
people).
In 2019, CATA was a major partner
in VDM’s strategic planning around
march safety and how to handle
counter-protestors at our event.
CATA has lent their organizing
skills and their volunteers to our
cause and we are working to do
the same. We recognize that as a
non-profit organization we have
privilege and access to support
that we can leverage in service
to other grassroots organizations
like CATA.
The proceeds from our 2020 VDM
summer care packages (available
on our website) will be directed
to CATA’s Trans Resiliency Fund,
created to meet the growing
demand for a collective fund
for low-income trans people of
colour in the Lower Mainland.
To get involved and informed:
https://noterfsnoswerfs.com/

Art created for Trans Day of Resilience 2016 by Micah Bazant in collaboration with Audre
Lorde Project. Download the full colour version and sign up to the TDoR newsletter:
https://tdor.co/art/imagine-love-filled-abundant-sustainable-tgnc-futures/
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Queer Videogame
Renaissance &
Recommendations
Written by:
Dani & Clarissa
You’d be forgiven for not noticing...
A whole lot has been going on
over the past ten years, after all.
And that was before the decadelong year that 2020 is shaping
up to be. But in and amongst
all the other things (including
reactionary hate movements and
a huge increase in LGBTQ2SA+
representation across all forms
of media), a generation of queer
game developers and interactive
digital
artists
have
risen,
struggled, resisted.
It hasn’t ever been easy, but there
are cis, trans, and non-binary
dykes working in all areas, and at
all levels of the games industry.
Not only that, they are getting to
tell their stories. Honest, Poignant,
Raw, Funny and Compassionate
explorations of lives like ours.
Since we’re all spending a lot more
time at home, and staying indoors
is currently encouraged for public
health, now could be a great time
to check them out.
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You don’t need anything more
than a humble computer (Mac,
PC, Linux) to play these games,
but they are also available on
gaming consoles like the Nintendo
Switch.
Celeste
http://www.celestegame.com/

For those looking for a “classic”
kind of game, harkening back
to the age of the arcade and
the Super Nintendo, consider
Celeste. It’s a difficult, meditative
“platformer.” All you do is jump,
climb, and dash up a freaky
mountain. Truly challenging,
but extremely flexible, it lets
you customise the difficulty to
suit your skill level. Featuring an
earnest tale of a trans woman as
she tries to overcome her anxiety
and self-loathing. Developed by @
EXOK_games, & friends.

“Visual novels” are somewhat akin to old “choose your own adventure”
books, but the design, writing, and storytelling in these is far better,
and there’s a lot of great art to look at while the story unfolds.
Butterfly Soup
brianna-lei.itch.io/
butterfly-soup

A visual novel about
young Queer women
of colour playing
Baseball. Developed
by @Brii_U

One Night,
Hot Springs
npckc.itch.io/one-night-hotsprings

A cute, approachable visual
novel where you play as
Haru, a young transgender
woman living in Japan.
After playing this game check out the other games in this series:
Last Day of Spring npckc.itch.io/last-day-of-spring
Spring Leaves No Flowers npckc.itch.io/spring-leaves-no-flowers

Mortician’s Tale

We Know the Devil

laundrybear.itch.io/morticians-tale

https://pillowfight.itch.io/we-know-thedevil

A Mortician’s Tale is a story-driven
death positive video game where
you play as a mortician tasked
with running a funeral home. This
game covers helpful information
for LGBTQ+ players, regarding
their
rights
post-mortem.
Developed by @laundry_bear and
written by @kait_zilla.

We Know the Devil is a hauntingly
beautiful coming-out story.
Themes of isolation and alienation
of queer youth in a religious rural
setting. Abstract, psychological
horror, and possibly alarming
music. Written by Aevee Bee and
developed by @pillowfightio
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Howling Dogs
http://slimedaughter.com/games/twine/
howlingdogs/

A text-based game which can be played
on any desktop web browser. Click
links found within the text to progress
through a beautifully written prosepoetry story that juxtaposes fantastical
dream worlds to the banal reality of
living in isolation. Try to find both
endings. By @porpentine
EVERYTHING IS GOING
TO BE OK
https://alienmelon.itch.io/
everything-is-going-to-be-ok

A labyrinth of vignettes,
poetry, strange fever dream
games, and broken digital
spaces. A collection of
queer life experiences and
commentary on struggle,
survival by @alienmelon
V4-11 H411-4
sukebangames.itch.io/valhalla-bar

Play as Jill, a bisexual
bartender in this
Cyberpunk Bartending
Simulator. Developed by
@SukebanGames.
“Dating simulators” are a sub-genre of “Visual novels” and feature
a heavily branching story where the choices mostly involve which
character(s) you want to romantically pursue (or become friends with).
ValiDATE
validategame.itch.io/validate-demo

A visual novel where
you and twelve other
twenty-somethings
navigate the twisting
paths
of
young
adulthood and latecapitalism. Made by
Veritable Joy Studios.
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Ladykiller in a Bind
https://loveconquersallgames.
itch.io/ladykillerinabind

“Ladykiller in a Bind,” or
“My Twin Brother Made
Me Crossdress As Him And
Now I Have To Deal With
A Geeky Stalker And A
Domme Beauty Who Want
Me In A Bind!” is exactly
what it sounds like. Queer.
Drag. Social intrigue. Kink.
Sex. Very anime.
Developed by
@Christinelove and Raide
Later Daters
bloomdigital.itch.io/later-daters

A Dating Simulator that focuses
on the lives of queer seniors in a
care home. Choose your pronouns
and engage in LGBTQ+ relationships with other senior citizens.
You can even be in a polyamorous relationship. Developed by
@Bloom_Digital_

Dream Daddy:
A Dad Dating Simulator
store.steampowered.com/app/654880/
Dream_Daddy_A_Dad_Dating_Simulator/

Be the Dad of a wonderful teenage
daughter. Go on dat`es with other
Dads. Published by GameGrumps.
Developed by @graylish and
@VernonShaw.

Monster Prom
store.steampowered.com/app/743450/
Monster_Prom/

A multiplayer dating sim. Each
player is a student looking to
achieve the ultimate highschool
goal: not going to the prom alone!
Monsters can love any monsters
meaning experience is unaffected
by gender and sexual orientation.
Developed by @btflglitch
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We will
endure this.
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We will march
again, one day.

Dyke March Photos taken by Rina Yngson
(@hhh_rina on instagram)
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Until then
be safe,

be kind,

be calm
(except in the face
of injustice)...
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& of course,
be queer!
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Windowed Face Mask Pattern
(NO FILTER)

Modified from free pattern found at "https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=26304"
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Modified by Kit Kenyon to accommodate communities in which lip reading is prevalent.
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FACEMASK
CUT 4 PER MASK

2"
Check scale here

LARGE
MEDIUM
SMALL

CLEAR WINDOW
CUT 1 PER MASK
(on fold)

HAPPY PRIDE 2020!

<3 The Vancouver Dyke March & Festival

